Company History
Rife PEMF is the leading manufacturer and supplier of medical Bio-Active Electro Frequency devices
in South Africa. By complying with South African and International standards, for our medical
devices, the company is committed to manufacture and supply top quality, safe and affordable
devices for medical use both domestically and internationally.
Our ongoing research, development, and established database ensure continuous service to our
customers, keeping them informed of current research and development in the field of PEMF and
with regards to our instruments.
Our resonators are based on a unique blend of original Rife technology in conjunction with state of
the art PEMF technology. The history of Royal Raymond Rife is well documented and briefly
outlined below. DVD’s of the Rife story are also available from us.
Rife PEMF was founded in 1994 by Mr. W.G.E. Schwulst and has been on the leading edge of
frequency therapy since the inception of the company. The first to apply and register the device,
Mr. Schwulst saw the necessity of bringing Rife and PEMF technology to the people who could use
it to greatest advantage.
There have been ongoing improvements over the past two decades as the company continues to
strive to improve the technology and continues to research better ways of using Rife and PEMF
technology to support and promote health and wellbeing. With each new device, customers are
always given an opportunity to upgrade or trade in their devices to help them remain on the
cutting edge of PEMF for health.

The History of Rife Technology
Scientist Royal Raymond Rife, who devoted his life to
designing and building high-class microscopes and later,
medical devices, invented the Rife Resonator. Rife developed
technology that is still commonly used today in the field of
optics, electronics, radiochemistry, biochemistry, and aviation.
He received 14 major awards and was given an honorary
doctorate by the University of Heidelberg for his work.
In the late 1920’s and early 1930’s Dr. Rife developed a highpowered microscope that he used in conjunction with a frequency generator. Using special UV
light, Rife’s microscope was capable of 60 000X magnification! This degree of magnification allowed
him to observe live virus and bacterial organisms while he applied the MOR (Mortal Oscillatory
Resonance) frequency from his generator via plasma tube radiation of the energy. He was able to
destroy all manner of disease organisms (including cancer related organisms) by merely tuning the
generator to the correct resonant frequency of the organisms and applying electromagnetic fields
via his frequency generator.
Everything in the universe, living or dead, has its own resonant frequency. Just as the resonant
frequency which shatters a crystal glass can only shatter that type of glass, so Rife’s frequencies
destroys only specific types of disease organisms with the same pattern of oscillation. Because
every cell vibrates at a specified unique frequency, identifying that frequency and then increasing
its amplitude causes structural stresses that distort and eventually destroy the organism. Using this
technique, Rife could destroy a virus without disturbing or harming the surrounding tissue.
From 1934 to 1937, a number of doctors in America set up trials and used
Rife’s equipment and found it to be effective in treating many diseases.
Because of the high costs of manufacture and the simultaneous discovery
of penicillin and safer surgery methods, this technology became
temporarily obsolete.
Like other medical researchers before him, Rife found that his unorthodox
scientific theories met with opposition from the establishment. His work
was stopped and further research was forced underground. However,
some doctors quietly continued to treat patients using his equipment.
After Rife’s death in 1971, a few doctors and engineers reconstructed his
frequency instruments and continued to keep his work alive.
With the advent of PEMF technology, researchers and scientists are now once again reviving the
technology with many of these instruments now widely accepted and even passed for use for the
treatment of pain, to improve circulation, and for the treatment of depression.

Devices Offered
There are currently 3 Rife PEMF models available for sale and/or rental. The SA or “Single Action”
device is programmed for one specific complaint. The Multiple Action has 10 programmable
channels. The UA or “Universal Application” machine comes with over 700 preprogrammed
treatments and it also contains 99 channels that customers can program themselves.
Each device comes with its own manual and range of accessories to ensure a customer can take full
advantage of the technology to support and promote optimal health and wellbeing.

The Rife Model SA for “Single Applications”
Key Features:








One channel programmed according to your
needs.
Acts on a prescription basis.
Easy to operate, simply press the "START"
button to run the program.
Can be paused during treatment.
Popular amongst practitioners who rent the
model directly from us, prescribe the
treatment to be programmed onto the
device, and rent it out to their patients on a
monthly basis.
The number of sessions can be limited in
order to ensure that the patient returns for
monitoring.

The SA model purchase price is R 6500.00 or R399.00 (including VAT) per month to rent

The Rife Model MA for “Multiple Applications”
Key Features:


10 channels programmed specifically
according to your needs.
 Each program can be run individually.
 You can change the duration and intensity
of the treatment.
 Easy to use, simply press three buttons to
run a program.
 Can be paused during treatment.
The MA Model Purchase price is R9500.00 or R 499.00 (including VAT) per month to rent.

The Rife Model UA for “Universal Applications”
Key Features:










Largest capacity device with 872 pre-set
programs (combination of frequencies) to
choose from.
Select from a list of A to Z, which are preprogrammed for easy use.
99 blank channels available for you to
program with your own combination of
frequencies, if you so choose.
Easy to use, simply press three buttons to
run a program.
Can be paused during treatment.
You can change the duration and intensity
of the treatment.

The UA model purchase price is R 15 500.00 or R750.00 (including VAT) per month to rent.

General Information
The machines are extremely easy to use.
They come with pads for the body and
feet, and cylinders for the hands. All you
need to do is plug the Model SA in and run
the program, or if you have chosen the
model UA, then you choose your program
and run. Most programs run for about 45
minutes and we suggest treating yourself
once a day for chronic conditions, up to
once a week for less intense conditions.
All of our instruments are couriered door
to door. All machines come with a repair
warranty for two years. We have been in business for 20 years and we still get clients who
occasionally send us their machines for upgrades or repairs.
We accept PayPal and credit card payments to facilitate the purchase process. Rentals are paid by
you via EFT or stop order.
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